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Abstract 
 Wireless communication which was initially implemented analog domain for transfer has is now-a-days mostly 
done in digital domain. Instead of a single carrier in the system multiple sub-carriers are implemented to make the 
process easier. The target of next generation wireless communication is to achieve high data rates with low 
bandwidth. It should be power efficient. In wireless communication, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) is 
the most propitious technology that enhances the system capacity and data rate by using multiple antennas at the 
receiver and at the transmitter. Efficient signal detection at the receiver is complex task in MIMO systems. The 
computational complexity of equalization based linear detection algorithms such as Minimum Mean Square Error 
(MMSE) and Zero Forcing  (ZF) is less than that  of algorithmic schemes. The simulated results presented in this 
paper are using various MIMO system configurations from 2x2 to 8x8. The results are compared and 
analyzed on the basis of Bit Error Rate (BER) for 128 M-QAM modulation techniques using MMSE, ZF reduced 
complexity algorithms under Rayleigh fading channel. Simulations results reveal that the MMSE detection offers 
better performance over ZF detection however for QAM modulation both linear detection shows same performance. 
Keywords: MIMO,QAM,MMSE,ZF,AWGN,RAYLEIGH  
 
Introduction 
 MIMO is that the antenna technology for radio communication that's utilized in transmitter 
and receiver hardware. For creating the communication sturdy diversity modes ar used with 
varied channels.  The employment of multiple antennas at the transmitter or the receiver finish 
is needed for the special diversity.  MIMO systems may be  accustomed increase the info rate 
rather than rising hardiness [1-4]. The employment of multiple antennas at the receiver and 
transmitter takes the advantage of multipath by that higher turnout and bit error improvement 
is obtained.  Special multiplexing is advantageous as it provides vital increase in transmission 
knowledge rate of the wireless channel in exploiting the random weakening and multi-path 
effects [4-8]. Future generation wireless systems main goal is high- performance, high data-rate, 
and optimum utilization of the information measure that's the MIMO systems by that goal 
achieved [9-12]. In MIMO systems every image is transmitted from the transmitter at the same 
time, the received symbols at the receiver an accessorial. As a result the receiver separate every 
image in step with the symbols transmitted. Digital modulation is a lot of advantageous than 
analog modulation, a number of benefits are channel impairments, larger security and easier 
multiplexing. There square measure many applications of QAM modulation for domestic 
broadcast applications sixty four QAM and 256 QAM square measure usually employed in 
digital cable   and cable electronic equipment applications [13-18].  The upper order modulation 
techniques square measure consider a by less effective to noise and interference. The practical 
drawback in electronic communication is inter-image interference. International intelligence 
agency in transmitted symbols is caused by multipath weakening result.  
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 At the transmitter interference mitigation may also be enforced wherever by reducing the 
interference energy sent to co-channel users whereas providing the signal to the required user 
[19-25]. Equalizers square measure the linear filter that offer inverse of the channel. Many 
channel exploit techniques square measure wont to mitigate the international intelligence 
agency within the transmitted image. Linear channel exploit techniques square measure easier 
to use to combat the international intelligence agency.  Commonest linear exploit techniques 
used square measure ZF and MMSE exploit. Linear detection techniques considerably scale 
back the procedure quality on the receiver [26-30] with the degraded performance. 
 In this paper performance of linear detection techniques is analyzed for numerous MIMO 
system configurations victimization M- QAM modulation. The performance comparison 
between ZF and MMSE is distributed for the 2×2, 4×4, 6×6 and 8×8 MIMO system 
configurations and conjointly performance carried out for 4-QAM, 8-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-
QAM between ZF and MMSE detectors, but performance improvement happens for ZF with 
the rise in modulation bits/symbol. 
 Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II shows the summary of MIMO system 
below Rayleigh weakening channel. Methodology and observations of the analysis square 
measure represented within the section III. In section IV the simulated results square measure 
represented and in section V conclusion of the paper is given. 
 
System Overview 
 The uncertainties inwireless chanel, particularly in quick attenuation eventualities, create 
challenges in achieving the advantages in the MIMO systems [31].General block diagram of n 
Rx×nTx MIMO system, wherever nTx square measure the amount of transmittal antennas and 
nRx square measure the amount of receiving antennas is shown within the figure 
 

 
 
 Considering a 4×4 MIMO system model as shown is the higher than figure, the higher 
than MIMO system comprised of 4 antennas at the transmitter and also the receiver. In keeping 
with the given system the info got to be classified into the symbols of 4. Within the 1st time 
interval four QAM symbols x1, x2, x3, and x4 square measure transmitted from the primary, 
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second, third and also the fourth antenna severally. Therefore the signal received at the 
receiver is given as, 
   y1   ? h11 x1  h12 x2  h13 x3  h14 x4    v1 
 y2   ? h21 x1  h22 x2  h23 x3  h24 x4  v2 
 y3   ? h31 x1  h32 x2  h33 x3   h34 x4   v3 
 y4 ?h4 x1 +h4 x2 h43 x3 h44 x4 v4 
 The linear MIMO detection techniques associated with this work square measure shortly 
mentioned in below sections. most probability (ML) detection quality will increase with the rise 
in image size and also the sending antennas that’s why cubic centimeter can't be utilized in 
most of the sensible systems. MMSE doesn't yield under consideration the correlation of the 
elements of the regenerate noise as a result of this it's suboptimal. but ZF or MMSE detection 
will solely reach a diversity of order nr+nt-1 [32] as compared to cubic centimeter receivers 
linear receivers square measure accustomed scale back the quality of the system. MMSE and ZF 
square measure quick detection techniques and square measure straightforward to implement, 
that’s the issue that motivates the main add this paper focuses on the performance of linear 
MIMO receivers 
 
Channel Used 
 Communication channels are often classified as quick and slow attenuation channels. In an 
exceedingly quick channel, the impulse response changes some at the image rate of the 
communication system, whereas in an exceedingly slow attenuation channel, it doesn't changes 
therefore of times. Rather it stays unchanged for many symbols. During this paper, the 
performance analysis of MIMO system is mentioned over the AWGN channel and Rayleigh 
channel. 
• AWGN channel: 
 It's a channel used for analyzing modulation schemes by adding a white mathematician 
noise to the signal passing through it. This channel’s amplitude frequency response is flat and 
part frequency response is linear for all frequencies. The modulated signals go through it with 
none amplitude loss and part distortion. Therefore in such a case, attenuation doesn't exist 
however the sole distortion that exists is introduced by the AWGN. The received signal is 
simplified to 
 r(t)=n(t)+h(t)                                
where n(t) represents the noise. 
 
• Rayleigh channel: 
 Once there's line of sight, direct path is often the strongest part goes into deeper fade 
compared to the multipath elements. This sort of signal is approximated by Rayleigh 
distribution. because the dominating part run into a lot of fade the signal characteristic goes 
from Rayleigh to physicist distribution. The signal characteristic goes from Rayleigh 
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to physicist distribution because the dominating
path attenuation. 
 
Observation and Methodology 
Zero Forcing Equalizer 
 Zero Forcing Equalizer refers to a form of linear equalization algorithm used in 
communication systems which applies the inverse of the frequency response of the channel. 
This form of equalizer was first proposed by Robert Lucky. The Zero
the inverse of the channel frequency response to the received signal, to restore the signal af
the channel.[1] It has many useful applications. For example, it is studied heavily for IEEE 
802.11n (MIMO) where knowing the channel allows recovery of the two or more streams which 
will be received on top of each other on each antenna. The name Zero 
bringing down the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) to zero in a noise free case. This will be 
useful when ISI is significant compared to noise.
 the zero forcing equalizer  is constructed by
 Thus the combination of channel and equalizer gives a flat freq
phase. 
       1)()( =fCfF                             
 In reality, zero-forcing equalization does not work in most applications, for the following 
reasons: 
1. Even though the channel impulse response has finite length, the impulse response of the 

equalizer needs to be infinitely long 
2. At some frequencies the received signal may be weak. To compensate, the magnitude of the 

zero-forcing filter ("gain") grows very large. As a consequence, any noise added after the 
channel gets boosted by a large factor and destroys the overall signal
Furthermore, the channel may have zeroes in its frequency response that cannot be 
inverted at all. (Gain * 0 still equals 0). 

This second item is often the more limiting condition. 
 These problems are addressed in the linear
modification to the denominator of )( fc  
response and the signal SNR [33].    
MMSE Equalizer  
 In statistics and signal processing a minimum mean 
estimation method which minimizes the mean square error
of estimator quality, of the fitted values of a
term MMSE more specifically refers to estimation with quadratic cost function. In such case, the 
MMSE estimator is given by the posterior mean of the parameter to be estimated. Since the 
posterior mean is cumbersome to calculate, the form of the MMSE estimator is usually 
constrained to be within a certain class of functions. Linear MMSE estimators are a popular 
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dominating part runs into a lot of fade in multi-

Zero Forcing Equalizer refers to a form of linear equalization algorithm used in 
which applies the inverse of the frequency response of the channel. 

This form of equalizer was first proposed by Robert Lucky. The Zero-Forcing Equalizer applies 
the inverse of the channel frequency response to the received signal, to restore the signal after 
the channel.[1] It has many useful applications. For example, it is studied heavily for IEEE 
802.11n (MIMO) where knowing the channel allows recovery of the two or more streams which 
will be received on top of each other on each antenna. The name Zero Forcing corresponds to 
bringing down the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) to zero in a noise free case. This will be 
useful when ISI is significant compared to noise. For a channel with frequency response 

is constructed by  )(/1)( fFfc =  
Thus the combination of channel and equalizer gives a flat frequency response and linear 

   
forcing equalization does not work in most applications, for the following 

Even though the channel impulse response has finite length, the impulse response of the 

At some frequencies the received signal may be weak. To compensate, the magnitude of the 
forcing filter ("gain") grows very large. As a consequence, any noise added after the 

channel gets boosted by a large factor and destroys the overall signal-to-noise ratio. 
Furthermore, the channel may have zeroes in its frequency response that cannot be 

This second item is often the more limiting condition.  
These problems are addressed in the linear MMSE equalizer[2] by making a small 

,  where k is related to the channel 

minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator is an 
mean square error (MSE), which is a common measure 

of estimator quality, of the fitted values of a dependent variable. In the Bayesian setting, the 
to estimation with quadratic cost function. In such case, the 

MMSE estimator is given by the posterior mean of the parameter to be estimated. Since the 
posterior mean is cumbersome to calculate, the form of the MMSE estimator is usually 

within a certain class of functions. Linear MMSE estimators are a popular 
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choice since they are easy to use, calculate, and very versatile [34]. It has given rise to many 
popular estimators such as the Wiener-Kolmogorov filter
 Let  be a  hidden random vector variable, and let
vector variable (the measurement or observation), both of them not necessarily of the same 
dimension. An estimator  of  is any function of the measurement
error vector is given by  and its mean squared error
error covariance matrix 

, 
where the expectation  is taken over both 
expression simplifies to . Note that MSE can equivalently be defined in other 
ways, since 

 
The MMSE estimator is then defined as the estimator achieving minimal MSE:

 
 
Simulation Results and Analysis 
 In this section the simulated results are dis
performance evaluation of the Linear MIMO 
specification for the MIMO system model us
table below. The channel used in this is Rayle
are complex Gaussian Random variables [35]. 

 

Figure 1
 Fig 1 shows the output between Bit 
(SNR).Using AWGN and RAYLEIGH channels, 
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choice since they are easy to use, calculate, and very versatile [34]. It has given rise to many 
Kolmogorov filter and Kalman filter. 

hidden random vector variable, and let  be a  known random 
vector variable (the measurement or observation), both of them not necessarily of the same 

is any function of the measurement . The estimation 
mean squared error (MSE) is given by the trace of 

 and . When  is a scalar variable, the MSE 
. Note that MSE can equivalently be defined in other 

 
E estimator is then defined as the estimator achieving minimal MSE: 

iscussed which are conducted in MATLAB for the 
O detectors such as ZF and MMSE. The parameters 
sed in the simulation  purposes are given  in  the 
leigh fading channel and the channel coefficients 
 

 
Figure 1 
 Error Rate (BER) and Signal to Noise Ratio 

g AWGN and RAYLEIGH channels, comparison of MMSE and ZF Provides better 
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improvement in  signal  to noise ratio and BE
are discussed which are conducted in MATLA
QAM modulations 

Figure 2
 
 Fig 7.1 shows the output between Bit
(SNR) using different modulation techniques. QAM modulation 
in signal to noise ratio and BER Reduction.  

Comparison of AWGN channel with MMSE and ZF in 128 QAM
BER 

 

 Zero Forcing
10^-1 2 
10^-2 12
10^-3 28
10^-4 84

 
Comparison of RAYLEIGH channel with MMSE and
 ZF in 128 QAM 

BER 
 

 Zero Forcing
10^-1 
10^-2 
10^-3 
10^-4 

 
Conclusion 
 In this project  is used for reduction  o
128-QAM modulation Technique with MMSE and ZF equalizer 
channel  and  RAYLEIGH channel then  the 
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ER Reduction.  In this section the simulated results 
AB for the performance evaluation of the  different 

 
Figure 2 

t Error Rate (BER) and Signal to Noise Ratio 
using different modulation techniques. QAM modulation Provides better improvement 

Comparison of AWGN channel with MMSE and ZF in 128 QAM 
SNR 

Zero Forcing MMSE 
 6 

12 20 
28 49 
84 90 

Comparison of RAYLEIGH channel with MMSE and 

SNR 

Zero Forcing MMSE 
16 20 
28 32 
42 50 
55 64 

of  BER  and  improvement of SNR by using  
with MMSE and ZF equalizer the   data’s ,through  AWGN  

the receiver  receives  the original  signal  with  
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reduced  value  of  BER & Improve the SNR. The advantage  of  using  QAM  is that  it is a 
higher order form  of modulation and as   a result it is able to carry more bits  of  
information per symbol. By selecting a higher  order  format of QAM, the data rate of a link 
can be increased.  
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